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Dear Book Club Host:
Welcome back to The 39 Clues Reading Club! If you’re new to the club, don’t forget to check out the 
Establish Your Cahill Stronghold introductory theme and get ready to embark on another exciting 
adventure in reading fun! 

This month, you and your club members will dig deep into the Cahill vault to uncover more information 
about Cahill history, the Vespers, and the Vespers’ nefarious plots. Follow the instructions below and 
use the associated reproducible handouts to help your club members build their Cahill knowledge with 
this month’s theme: Unlocking the Cahill Files.

Be sure to download the following handouts from scholastic.com/39cluesclub:

Activity 1: Transatlantic Correspondence Crack

This activity can be done either as a group or individually. Pass out the handouts and read the 
introduction at the top aloud to the group. Have club members work together as a group (or have them 
work alone or in pairs) to unscramble the names of the artists and works of art, filling in the answers 
in the blanks below the telegram. If anyone gets stumped, you may want to use the answer key 
below to give club members hints about each artist or artwork. Have everyone transcribe the letters 
that correspond to each number in the blanks at the bottom of the page. Have a volunteer read the 
resulting message aloud, and discuss together what it might mean for the Cahills and the future of the 
world.

Answer Key: 1) Vincent van Gogh 2) Medusa 3) Michelangelo 4) Leonardo da Vinci 5) Pablo 
Picasso 6) Rembrandt 7) The Starry Night 8) Monet 9) Frida Kahlo 10) Mona Lisa;  
Answer: The end is near.

Activity 2: Cahill Collaborative

Distribute the Cahill Collaborative handouts. Read the introduction aloud and make sure that club 
members understand that they will have twenty seconds to answer each question and find a partner 
to discuss their answer with. For questions #1, #3, and #5, they should find a partner with a different 
answer and explain to their partners why they chose the answers they did. For questions #2 and #4, 
they should find a partner with the same answer and discuss. Start the timer and facilitate as needed. 
Make sure to announce when the time is up for each question. 

Unlocking the Cahill Files

Prepare ahead: Photocopy the Transatlantic Correspondence Crack handout. (Make enough copies for each child.)

Prepare ahead: 1) Photocopy the Cahill Collaborative handout. (Make enough copies for each child.) 2) Secure a stopwatch 
or timer.
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Activity 3: A Battle of Wits

Read the instructions from the A Battle of Wits handout aloud to the group. Have club members 
divide into four teams, and distribute one set of cards to each group. Instruct teams to review their 
cards together, but to keep them confidential since it’s important that the other teams not know which 
cards or how many cards they hold in their hand.

Decide on the order in which teams will play (#1-#4), and have team #1 place a card on the leftmost 
side of the playing surface. Each team will then take a turn placing a card. 

To place a card, they must match the crest on the right side of their card with the crest on the left 
side of the last card in line (Tomas-to-Tomas; Janus-to-Janus; etc), like dominos. But, unlike dominos, 
matches here can only be made left to right, and only to the last card in the line, as illustrated below:

If a team does not have a match, they are skipped and must wait until their next turn. For the special 
cards:

The first team to put down all of their cards wins!

Activity 4: A Universal Code

Distribute the A Universal Code handouts and read the introduction aloud. Have club members break 
into pairs. Then, have each person choose a paper strip from the bowl and draw the item on the paper 
strip for his or her partner. If their partner can guess what they drew, both get a point. If time allows, 
they can switch partners, pick new hints, and play again. If you plan to let club members play multiple 
rounds of the game, be sure to make extra copies of the handouts.

—The 39 Clues

Prepare ahead: 1) Print one set of the A Battle of Wits handouts. 2) Cut out the twenty-six game cards, but save the 
instructions for later. 3) Shuffle and divide the Cahill Branch crest cards into four equal groups of six cards. 4) Hide the 
Madrigal Wild Card within one set, and the Vesper Chaos Card within another set. 

You will also need to be sure to have access to a large, flat surface, such as a long table or wall, that is visible to all groups 
at once.

Prepare ahead: 1) Print the Cahill Hint Bank handout and cut the thirty-two hints into strips and put them in a bowl.  
2) Print the A Universal Code handout. (Make enough copies for each child.) 3) Collect drawing supplies, such as markers 
and crayons.  

Madrigal Wild Card: This card can be matched to any card in the deck. The 
team that places this card should also choose a second card from the team’s 
hand during the same round and place it over the instruction side of the 
Madrigal Wild Card, joining the two different branch crests (and using up two 
cards in a single turn).

Vesper Chaos Card: This card impedes opposing teams’ progress. The team 
that places this card should take the last three cards from the end of the 
line of play and return them, in random order, one card to each of the three 
other teams.

Cahill progress has 
been foiled by a 

Vesper double agent!

Remove 3 cards from 
the end of the line 

and give one to each 
of the other teams.

The Madrigal’s job is 
to bring the Cahills 

together.

Play this wild card 
after any crest, and 
then play any other 
card from your deck.

+✔ ✘
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 Transatlantic Correspondence Crack

The trick to stopping the Vespers is to stay one step ahead of them at all times. A top secret 1944 
Vesper telegram just released from the Cahill vault contains highly sensitive information about their 
sinister plans—that might just explain everything. The problem is, it’s encoded. Unscramble the names 
of the famous artists and the works of art that appear in the telegram and rewrite them correctly 
in the spaces below. Then transcribe the letters that correspond to the numbers to decrypt a secret 
message.

TRANSATLANTIC TELEGRAPH

TCNENIV NVA OGGH  STOP  SEMDUA  STOP  

ELANMHGICELO  STOP  OARDELON AD NICVI  STOP  

LABPO SASPICO  STOP  BEMRRATDN  STOP  HET 

RASTYR IGHTN  STOP  NOTEM  STOP  DIFRA 

HAKOL    STOP  NOAM SILA

DELIVERY NO.

034957
Received at the
MAIN OFFICE

Transatlantic Telegraph
Paris · New York · Moscow

_ _ _ _ _ _ _   _ _ _   _ _ _ _  stop  _ _ _ _ _ _  stop  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

stop  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _   _ _   _ _ _ _ _  stop  _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _  stop  

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  stop  _ _ _   _ _ _ _ _ _   _ _ _ _ _  stop  

_ _ _ _ _  stop  _ _ _ _ _   _ _ _ _ _  stop _ _ _ _   _ _ _ _

7 14

48

87 95

122 136 140

99

72

335

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.
7 14 48 87 95122 136140 997233 5

Name Bank
Note: All of the names in the telegraph appear below, plus a few extra.

Mona Lisa • The Starry Night • Pablo Picasso • Michelangelo • Vincent van Gogh • 
Mozart • Leonardo da Vinci • Caravaggio • Monet • Water Lilies • Medusa •

Frida Kahlo • Rembrandt 
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A Battle of Wits

Now that the Cahill vault has been opened, lots of new information is coming to light about their 
centuries-old conflict with the Vespers. And if those glimpses into Cahill history prove anything, it’s that 
the Vespers are crafty, dangerous, and guaranteed to pop up when you least expect it. The only way to 
come out on top is to beat them at their own game. See if you can think like a Vesper as you sharpen 
your cunning in this game of wits.

To play:
1) Divide into four teams. 

2)  Take your cards, but do not let other teams see which cards you have or how many. Secrecy is 
paramount to the success of your mission!

3)  The first team puts down a card. Each team takes turns putting down a card. The right side of the  
new card should match the left side of the last card in line. Only place cards from left to right.

4) If a team cannot make a match, they are skipped and must wait until their next turn. 

5)  There are two special cards lurking somewhere in the deck, the Madrigal Wild Card and the 
Vesper Chaos Card. If your team finds one of these cards, do not let on. Be sure to play it only at 
the most strategic moment in the game.

     Madrigal Wild Card: This card reunites the Cahill branches by matching 
the last card in line to any card in the player’s hand. It allows a player to 
place two cards in one turn.

     Vesper Chaos Card: This card slows Cahill progress by removing three 
cards from the end of the line and giving one card to each of the three 
other teams. The player does not place any more cards until the next 
turn.

6) The first team to put down all of their cards wins.

Cahill progress has 
been foiled by a 

Vesper double agent!

Remove 3 cards from 
the end of the line 

and give one to each 
of the other teams.

The Madrigal’s job is 
to bring the Cahills 

together.

Play this wild card 
after any crest, and 
then play any other 
card from your deck.

+
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A Battle of Wits
✁

✁
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A Battle of Wits
✁

✁
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A Battle of Wits

The Madrigal’s job is 
to bring the Cahills 

together.

Play this wild card 
after any crest, and 
then play any other 
card from your deck.

Cahill progress has 
been foiled by a 

Vesper double agent!

Remove 3 cards from 
the end of the line 

and give one to each 
of the other teams.

✁

✁
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Cahill Collaborative

The four Cahill branches are usually at odds. A common enemy like the Vespers, however, can bring 
even the most unlikely of pairs together—for a short time, anyway. Find out more about other Cahills in 
your stronghold and see who you might be able to work well with in a pinch. Remember: sometimes the 
perfect teammate will think just like you, and sometimes they will need to have a different set of skills. 
You will have twenty seconds to answer each question. Then, find a partner with either the same or a 
different answer. Make sure to explain to each other why you chose your answers.

1.  After suddenly losing contact with your best agent in Timbuktu, you’re on a mission to find out what 
happened. But you can’t do it alone. Your first choice for a sidekick is:

a) Dan Cahill  c) Jonah Wizard

b) Natalie Kabra d) Sinead Starling

Seek out someone with a different answer than yours and chat it up!

2.  This just in: all Cahills must wear uniforms while on official Cahill business! What?! 
Don’t worry! Just kidding. But if you ever did have to wear one, it would definitely be:

a) Electric purple  c) Raven black

b) Pumpkin orange  d) Radiant silver

Find someone with the same answer as yours and dish about it!

3.  You’re out of food and water. And you’re in the middle of the Sahara Desert. What do you do?

a) Call your dad, have him send some eco-friendly water bottles

b) Find a cactus, drill a hole, drink up

c) Eat the dog biscuit you just found in your pocket 

d) Build a giant sand castle—someone’s bound to notice! 

Discover someone with a different answer than yours and share new ideas!

4.  You’re pelting it through the Amazon with an enemy hot on your heels. You’ve got to hide the Mayan 
artifact you came here to save. Where do you stash it?

a) Inside the cap of that giant blue mushroom  

b) Underneath your shirt

c) In the awesome tree house overhead 

d) Ahh! There’s nowhere! You keep running!

Scan for someone with the same answer as yours and talk like crazy!

5.  You’ve bugged a restaurant where two suspected Cahill-Vesper double agents are meeting. Then you 
hear one of them confirm that he’s a Vesper! What do you do?

a) Sit back, relax, and wait for the second one to squeal.

b) Run for your life—those guys are scary!

c) Sprint next door and capture the traitor! 

d) Send the audio file to headquarters. Your job here is done.

Track down someone with a different answer than yours and compare notes!
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A Universal Code (A)

Cahill Hint Bank

This list of objects covers all things Cahill. Print this sheet, cut out each strip, and place them in a bowl 
for participants to choose at random.

Alistair Oh’s microwaveable burrito DNA

The Cahill crest The Ekat dragon necklace

A telescope Jonah Wizard

A one-million-dollar check Tomas crest

A mummy Musical notes

Caravaggio’s Medusa A-star helicopter

Grace Cahill’s will Janus crest

Amy and Dan Cahill A Chinese terracotta warrior

Saladin A spider

Ekaterina crest A vial of serum

Sinead, Ned, and Ted Starling Hamilton Holt

The Roman Coliseum A cage (of unbreakable plastic)

A passport Mount Everest

Two Japanese swords Lucian crest

Gideon Cahill’s lab explosion Ian and Natalie Kabra

The Eiffel Tower A globe

✁
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A Universal Code (B)

As the stories about the Ghent Altarpiece that were recently released from the Cahill vault 
reveal, you don’t necessarily have to speak the same language as the artist to pick up hidden 
hints from a work of art. Pictures are universal! Find a partner, choose a Cahill hint from the 
bowl, and hone your own skills as an espionage artist by drawing your object in the space 
below. Then have your partner guess what it is. If he or she guesses right, you both get a 
point. Then practice your decrypting skills by guessing what your partner drew. If you get it 
right, you both get another point. If time allows, pick a new slip, find a different partner, and 
see how much you’ve improved with practice.


